Annexure-A

DISPLACED PERSONS
TERMS OF REFERENCE: TEMPORARY
REFERENCE
TDP-ERP TERMS OF

EMERGENCY RECOVERY PROJECT,
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE C0ORDINATOR
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B. Objectives of Consultancy
in institutional capacity assessments led by
The Administrative Coordinator will support
stakeholders of KP merged districts. As the project
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The incumbent shall directly report to Project Manager TDP-ERP and will provide
liaison with stakeholders to
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C. Scope and Responsibilities
The Consultant would be

responsible

to:

1. Manage office equipment and staff conduct.
2.

Manage the transportation needs of staff at HQ level.

ensure

3.

Assign suitable vehicles

and support staff during field visits.

4. Maintenance of TDP-ERP vehicles and inform

regarding any occurrences
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5.

Keep record of all the vehicle log books.

6. Maintain inventory of office supplies.
7. Provide office
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orderly manner.
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9.

Any other related assignment required for project

implementation.

D. Time frame and Supervision
The consultancy will be perfomed over a period of one year.

for

of Project Manager
The Administrative Coordinator will be under the supervision
the assigned functions.
of
periodic evaluation and progress reporting and management

E. Evaluation Criteria.

ii.
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iv.

The candidate must have 16 years of education.
and Power
Must have proficiency in MS office (Word, Excel
related software.
Minimum of 5 years of post-qualification

experience as
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office
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management/

transport in charge.
Preference will be given to the candidates having experience in public

departments.

